Sara Gonzalez, a renowned leader of Cuba's New Song Movement, will perform at the Strand Theatre on Columbia Road, Uphams Corner, Dorchester, in a benefit for Antonio Maceo Brigade on Friday, May 6, 4-6pm.

Further Info. at The Writing Program

14d-310
Or call x3-7894

THE WORLD IS WAITING TO PLAY YOUR GAME . . . . THIS SUMMER

General Computer Company, an emerging leader in the consumer electronics industry, seeks talented students to fill responsible positions creating the next generation of personal computers and video games this summer. Individuals with strong backgrounds in the following disciplines should consider joining our 35-person engineering team:

Design of compilers and operating systems
Applications software for home computers
Computer graphics and animation
Digital and analog electronic hardware design
VLSI custom circuit design
Computer music and sound development
Game design and strategy

General Computer is located in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our engineers have the unique satisfaction of seeing products they created in a market which has become part of American popular culture. Employees benefit from working with well-qualified associates in a flexible and productive environment.

If you are interested in summer employment, send your resume to:

GENERAL COMPUTER COMPANY
215 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02142 • (617) 492-5500

An equal opportunity employer.

Senior Computer, an emerging leader in the consumer electronics industry, seeks talented students to fill responsible positions creating the next generation of personal computers and video games this summer. Individuals with strong backgrounds in the following disciplines should consider joining our 35-person engineering team:

Design of compilers and operating systems
Applications software for home computers
Computer graphics and animation
Digital and analog electronic hardware design
VLSI custom circuit design
Computer music and sound development
Game design and strategy

Senior Computer is located in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our engineers have the unique satisfaction of seeing products they created in a market which has become part of American popular culture. Employees benefit from working with well-qualified associates in a flexible and productive environment.

If you are interested in summer employment, send your resume to:

GENERAL COMPUTER COMPANY
215 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02142 • (617) 492-5500

An equal opportunity employer.